
     
                               

Money  as the common wealth
words and one pink medieval bed in the forest 

Installations 2012 

The project  starts during an artist residency in northern Finland, which began on August 1th and will end 

‘October 13, 2012, it will be continued.

During this trip I discovered for the first time the Finnish nature in all the variety ‘of its colors and its 

transformations. It made me think, also, the way in which nature and forests in this country belong to 

everyone, even when they are owned ‘private 

For many  time, I researched on the geography of emotions, embroidering phrases and aphorisms of 

landscape photographs printed on fabric or photographing my kitchen and rebuilding it with the same 

measurements printed on fabric and embroidered with thoughts and poems.

In this period of residence, I tried to do the opposite, to give voice to the landscape, putting the writing 

in the middle of nature. The phrases I have chosen are based on the relationship between economy 

and nature, when the economy was still based on the exchange and coins were minted according to the 

country’s natural resources.http://vimeo.com/50469613 .passw: marina





For quotes from philosophers and economists have used 

the text of Foucault “the order of the things” in the section 

on to the philosophies on wealth and trade.
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Pink medieval bed in the forest

                
 In addition to the phrases I built a large pink bed medieval and I photographed in the 
forest.
The bed It is a typical medieval-style bed women, but also represents the couple, the 
family, the subsistence economy which in medieval times was represented by the forest 
and of course the dream and imagination needed to feed the spirit.









About economy and ecology have prepared other photo shoots in 

the kitchen of my residence in Finland.

These are from the Vandana Shiva’s text “Earth Democracy”.




